This paper addresses the decomposition number problem for spin representations of symmetric groups in odd characteristic. Our main aim is to find a combinatorial formula for decomposition numbers in blocks of defect 2, analogous to Richards's formula for defect 2 blocks of symmetric groups. In fact we find a formula for the corresponding "q-decomposition numbers", i.e. the canonical basis coefficients in the level 1 q-deformed Fock space of type A p2q 2n ; a special case of a conjecture of Leclerc and Thibon asserts that these coefficients yield the spin decomposition numbers in characteristic 2n`1.
Introduction
The most significant outstanding problem in the representation theory of the symmetric group S m is the determination of the decomposition numbers, describing the composition factors of the reduction of an ordinary irreducible representation modulo a prime. A complete solution to this problem seems to be far out of reach at present, but a wide variety of results are known dealing with special cases. One of these is Richards's combinatorial formula [R, Theorem 4.4] giving the decomposition numbers for all blocks of symmetric groups of defect 2.
The theory of decomposition numbers for projective representations of S m (or equivalently, representations of a Schur coverS m ) is much less advanced. The representations not arising directly from representations of S m are called spin representations ofS n . Although the ordinary irreducible spin characters were classified by Schur in 1911 [Sch] , the corresponding representations were not constructed until 1990, by Nazarov [N] . As with the case of representations of S n , the combinatorics of partitions plays a central role in the theory. The modular theory of spin representations was initiated in the 1960s by Morris, who conjectured the block structure for spin representations; this conjecture was proved by Humphreys [H] . But a suitable parameterisation of the irreducible modular spin representations was not found until 2002, by Brundan and Kleshchev. Decomposition numbers for spin representations have been computed in degree at most 18 [MY2, BMO, Ma] , but very few general results are known. These general results include the Brundan-Kleshchev regularisation theorem [BK3] and Müller's determination [Mü] of the decomposition numbers for blocks of defect 1. In this paper we address spin blocks of defect 2, in the hope of finding a spin version of Richards's formula.
In fact most of this paper is concerned with quantum algebra. For every Kac-Moody algebra g of classical affine type, Kashiwara et al. [KMPY] construct a q-deformed Fock space of level 1; this is a module for the quantum group U q pgq. In the case where g is of type A p2q 2n , Leclerc and Thibon [LT] studied this Fock space further, introducing partition combinatorics and drawing a connection with spin representations ofS n in characteristic 2n`1; this connection revolves around the fact that the action of the standard generators of U q pgq corresponds to Morris's branching rules describing induction and restriction of spin representations betweeñ S m andS m`1 . The submodule of the Fock space generated by the empty partition is called the basic representation, and possesses an important basis called the canonical basis. The coefficients expressing canonical basis elements in terms of the standard basis for the Fock space are called "q-decomposition numbers", in view of a conjecture by Leclerc and Thibon [LT, Conjecture 6.2] that (after specialising at q " 1 and suitable rescaling) these coefficients coincide with decomposition numbers for spin representations ofS m in characteristic h, provided h is sufficiently large. The main results of the present paper (Theorems 5.2 and 6.4) are combinatorial formulae for the q-decomposition numbers corresponding to spin blocks ofS n of defect 1 or 2. Our formula for defect 1 (combined with Müller's results) shows that the Leclerc-Thibon conjecture holds for blocks of defect 1. Our formula for defect 2 is very similar in spirit to Richards's formula, though there is some "exceptional" behaviour for up to three canonical basis vectors in each block. Even though the Leclerc-Thibon conjecture in its original formulation now seems very unlikely to be true, we expect that it is true for blocks of defect 2, so that our formula specialises to give a formula for the decomposition numbers for spin blocks of defect 2.
The results in this paper appear to be the first significant results on q-decomposition numbers in type A p2q 2n . It is to be expected that similar results will hold in other affine types, and can be proved via the same techniques. At the end of the paper we provide a brief discussion of corresponding results for type A p2q 2n`1 , and their relationship to the results for type A p2q 2n , which partly explains the exceptional behaviour seen in some of the canonical basis vectors.
Our main technique is to exploit the combinatorics of partitions, reconciling the action of the quantum group on the Fock space with the combinatorial notions underlying the formula, in particular leg lengths and the dominance order. We build on the work of Kessar and Schaps [K, KS] to derive properties of Scopes-Kessar pairs of blocks to enable inductive proofs of our main results. The techniques we develop can be applied to blocks of higher defect, and modified to provide results for other Kac-Moody types.
We now summarise the layout of the paper. In Section 2, we explain the combinatorial background needed, which revolves around strict partitions and their h-bar-cores. In Section 3, we summarise the background relating to quantum algebra and the Fock space that we study in this paper. Section 4 introduces Scopes-Kessar pairs. In Section 5 we state and prove our main result for blocks of defect 1. In Section 6 we introduce the combinatorics particular to the case of blocks of defect 2, and state our main result. In Section 7 we give the base case for an induction proof of the main theorem; this involves explicit computation of the canonical basis for blocks with bar-cores of the form pl, l´1, . . . , 1q. In Section 8 we further develop ScopesKessar pairs in the particular case of defect 2 blocks. Finally in Section 9 we give the inductive step to complete the proof of our main result. In Section 11 we outline the connection between our results and spin representations, and in Section 12 we discuss the relationship with the Fock space of type A p2q 2n`1 . The research in this paper would not have been possible without extensive calculations using GAP [GAP] .
Combinatorial background
Throughout this paper h denotes an odd integer greater than 1, and we write h " 2n`1.
In this section we outline the combinatorial set-up underlying both the Fock space of type A p2q h´1 and the modular spin representations of symmetric groups.
h-strict partitions, cores and blocks
A partition is an infinite weakly decreasing sequence λ " pλ 1 , λ 2 , . . . q of non-negative integers with finite sum. We write |λ| " λ 1`λ2`. . . , and say that λ is a partition of |λ|. The integers λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . are called the parts of λ, and the number of positive parts of λ is called the length of λ, written lenpλq. We may write a P λ or say that λ contains a if λ r " a for some r. When writing partitions, we usually group together equal parts with a superscript and omit the trailing zeroes, and we write the unique partition of 0 as ∅. We say that λ is strict if λ r ą λ r`1 for all r ă lenpλq.
The Young diagram of a partition λ is the set rλs " pr, cq P N 2ˇc λ r ( whose elements we call the nodes of λ. In general, a node means an element of N 2 . We draw Young diagrams as arrays of boxes using the English convention, in which r increases down the page and c increases from left to right.
The dominance order is a partial order defined on the set of partitions of a given size by λ µ ðñ λ 1`¨¨¨`λr µ 1`¨¨¨`µr for all r 0.
We will also need two total orders on partitions. Given partitions λ, µ, we write λ ă lex µ if there is r such that λ r ă µ r while λ s " µ s for all s ă r. We say that λ ă colex µ if there is r such that λ r ą µ r while λ s " µ s for all s ą r. Then lex and colex are total orders on P h (called the lexicographic and colexicographic orders) which both refine the dominance order.
Finally we introduce some natural set-theoretic notation. Suppose λ and µ are partitions.
• If a is a natural number, we write a P λ to mean that there is some r with λ r " a.
• We write λ \ µ for the partition obtained by combining the parts of λ and µ and arranging them into decreasing order.
• We write λ X µ for partition in which the number of parts equal to a is the smaller of the number of parts of λ equal to a and the number of parts of µ equal to a, for each a.
• If µ is strict and µ r P λ for each r, we define λzµ to be the partition obtained by deleting one copy of µ r from λ, for each r.
Now we introduce the odd integer h into the combinatorics. A partition λ is h-strict if for every r ă lenpλq either λ r ą λ r`1 or λ r " 0 pmod hq. An h-strict partition is restricted if for every r either λ r`1 ą λ r´h or λ r`1 " λ r´h ı 0 pmod hq. Throughout this paper we write P h for the set of all h-strict partitions.
For example, the 3-strict partitions of 8 are p8q, p7, 1q, p6, 2q, p5, 3q, p5, 2, 1q, p4, 3, 1q, p3 2 , 2q, and of these only the last three are restricted.
The residue of a node pr, cq is the smaller of the residues of c´1 and´c modulo h. A node of residue i P t0, 1, . . . , nu is called an i-node.
For example, if we take h " 5 and λ " p11, 8, 6, 5 2 q, the residues of the nodes of λ are given in the following diagram. Given λ P P h and 0 i n, let µ be the smallest h-strict partition such that rµs Ď rλs and rλszrµs consists entirely of i-nodes. These nodes are called the removable i-nodes of λ. Note that in the case i " 0, a removable i-node of λ might not be a removable node in the conventional sense. For example, referring to the diagram above, we see that when h " 5 the removable 0-nodes of p11, 8, 6, 5 2 q are p1, 10q, p1, 11q, p3, 6q and p5, 5q.
Similarly, the addable i-nodes of λ are the i-nodes that can be added to λ (possibly together with other i-nodes) to create a larger h-strict partition. For example, when h " 5 the addable 1-nodes of the partition λ " p11, 8, 6, 5 2 q above are p1, 12q, p2, 9q and p3, 7q.
The h-content of a partition λ is the multiset of residues of the nodes of λ. For example, when h " 5 the partition p11, 8, 6, 5 2 q has fifteen 0-nodes, thirteen 1-nodes and seven 2-nodes, so we write its 5-content as t0 15 , 1 13 , 2 7 u.
Now we introduce h-bar-cores and blocks. Suppose λ P P h . Removing an h-bar from λ means constructing a smaller h-strict partition by doing one of two things:
• replacing a part λ r h with λ r´h and reordering the parts into decreasing order;
• removing two parts which sum to h. λ is called an h-bar-core if it is not possible to remove an h-bar from λ. In general, the h-barcore of λ P P h is the h-bar-core obtained by repeatedly removing h-bars until it is not possible to remove any more. It is an easy exercise to show that the h-bar-core of λ is well-defined, and the h-bar-weight is the number of h-bars removed to reach the h-bar-core.
For example, suppose λ " p9, 6, 3, 1q. Then the 5-bar-core of λ is p3, 1q, and its 5-bar-weight is 3, as we see from the following diagrams.
ÝÑ ÝÑ ÝÑ
Later we will need the following result. Suppose τ is an h-bar-core and w 0. We define P τ,w to be the set of all h-strict partitions with h-bar-core τ and h-bar-weight w. We call P τ,w the combinatorial block with bar-core τ and bar-weight w.
We end this section with some more notation which we shall use repeatedly: if τ is a strict partition and x ă y are integers, we write ppx, yqq τ for the number of parts of τ lying strictly between x and y. As a special case of this, we set Γpτq " pp0, hqq τ .
The abacus
Abacus notation for partitions was introduced by James, and has proved to be a valuable tool in the combinatorial modular representation theory of symmetric groups. A different abacus notation for strict partitions was introduced by Bessenrodt, Morris and Olsson to play the analogous role in the theory of spin representations. Here we introduce an alternative abacus notation which appears not to have been used before.
We take an abacus with h vertical runners numbered´n, 1´n, . . . , n´1, n from left to right. On runner i we mark positions labelled with the integers in i`hZ increasing down the runner, so that (if a ı n pmod hq) position a`1 appears directly to the right of position a. For example, if h " 9, the abacus is drawn as follows. Now given a strict partition λ of length l, the abacus display for λ is obtained by placing black beads in positions λ 1 , . . . , λ l and in all negative positions except´λ 1 , . . . ,´λ l . We place a white bead in position 0. For example, if h " 9 and λ " p15, 11, 5, 4, 2, 1q, the abacus display for λ is as follows.
Here we have used a convention we shall apply throughout the paper: whenever we show an abacus display (or just a portion of an abacus display consisting of certain chosen runners), all positions above those shown are occupied, and all positions below those shown are unoccupied.
We shall also occasionally consider the abacus display of a partition which is h-strict but not strict. In this case, if a part ah occurs t times in λ, we regard the abacus as having t beads at position ah, and t empty spaces at position´ah; we depict this by labelling the bead at position ah and the empty space at position´ah with the integer t.
The effect of adding a node to an h-strict partition is easy to see on the abacus. The following lemma follows from the definitions. The abacus display also makes it easy to visualise removal of h-bars and construction of the h-bar-core of an h-strict partition. Suppose λ is an h-strict partition from which we can remove an h-bar. There are three ways we do this, and we consider the effect on the abacus display in each case.
• We can replace a part a`h with a, where a 1. In this case on the abacus we move the bead at position a`h to position a, and we move the bead at position´a to positioń a´h.
• We can delete two parts a and h´a, where 1 a ă h. In this case we move the beads at positions a, h´a to positions a´h,´a.
• We can delete the part h. In this case we move the bead at position h to position´h.
We see that in each case, removing an h-bar involves moving beads up their runners into unoccupied positions. As a consequence, we find that the abacus display for the h-bar-core of λ may be obtained by moving all beads up their runners as far as they will go. In particular, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose τ P P h . Then τ is an h-bar-core if and only if every bead in the abacus display for τ has a black bead immediately above it.
Returning to the partition in the above example, we obtain the abacus display for the 9-barcore p11, 6, 2, 1q.
Abacus notation for h-strict partitions of h-bar-weight 2
This paper is mostly concerned with h-strict partitions of h-bar-weight 2, and here we define two further items of notation which apply for h-bar-weight 2.
Suppose λ has h-bar-weight 2, and let τ be the h-bar-core of λ. First we define two integers which we call the bar positions of λ. When we construct τ from λ by removing two h-bars, we record an integer for each h-bar:
• if we replace an integer a with a´h, we record the integer a;
• if we remove the integers a and h´a for 1 a n, we record the integer h´a.
We let a λ and b λ be the two integers thus recorded, with a λ b λ .
We also define a notation for λ based on the abacus (on the assumption that τ is understood). Let a λ , b λ be the bar positions of λ, and suppose these positions lie on runners i and j of the abacus respectively. Then one of the following occurs.
• i ‰˘j. In this case the abacus notation for λ is x|i|, |j|y (or x|j|, |i|y).
• b λ " a λ`h . In this case, if a λ P λ, the abacus notation for λ is # xiy if a λ R λ x´iy if a λ P λ.
• a λ " b λ " 0. In this case, the abacus notation for λ is x0, 0y.
• a λ ă b λ , with a λ`bλ " 2h. In this case the abacus notation for λ is
Example. Take h " 7. Then the partitions λ " p15, 9, 2q and µ " p15, 9, 8, 2q satisfy a λ " a µ " 8 and b λ " b µ " 15. The abacus notations for λ and µ are x1y and x´1y respectively. λ " p15, 9, 2q µ " p15, 9, 8, 2q
The q-Fock space
Now we introduce the background we shall need from quantum algebra. This is essentially taken from the paper [LT] by Leclerc and Thibon; note, however, that the residues used there are the opposite of ours: a node of residue i in this paper has residue n´i in [LT] .
The quantum algebra and the Fock space
We consider the quantum group U " U q pA p2q h´1 q associated to the generalised Cartan matrix of type A p2q h´1 . This comes with the usual Kac-Moody set-up of simple roots α 0 , . . . , α n and fundamental weights Λ 0 , . . . , Λ n . We refer to the book by Hong and Kang [HK] for the background on quantised Kac-Moody algebras.
U has standard generators e i , f i , t i for i " 0, . . . , n. We define
and then set (for k 0) Example. Take h " 5 and λ " p5, 4q. Let us calculate f pkq 0 λ for each k. λ has three addable 0-nodes, namely p1, 6q, p2, 5q and p3, 1q. Applying the formula above, we obtain f 0 λ " p5, 4, 1q`qp5 2 q`pq 4`q2 qp6, 4q,
The rule for the action of e i is similar. We define a coefficient Npλ, µq whenever λ F has a weight space decomposition F " À α F Λ´α , with α ranging over positive roots. If α is the root ř n i"0 a i α i with each a i non-negative, then the weight space F Λ 0´α is spanned by the h-strict partitions λ having exactly a i i-nodes, for each i. By Proposition 2.1 these partitions form a combinatorial block, with a corresponding bar-core τ and bar-weight w, and we abuse terminology by referring to the weight space spanned by these partitions as the block with barcore τ and bar-weight w. This helps us to avoid over-taxing the word "weight", and keeps in mind the connection with blocks in the sense of modular representation theory. For any h-bar-core τ and non-negative integer w there is a block with bar-core τ and bar-weight w, and we write this as B τ,w . The aim of this paper is to study blocks with small bar-weight.
The canonical basis
Now let V 0 denote the submodule of F generated by the empty partition ∅. Then V 0 is isomorphic to the irreducible highest-weight U -module VpΛ 0 q. V 0 possesses a canonical basis, defined as follows. The bar involution is the Cpq`q´1q- This means in particular that canonical basis vectors are weight vectors, so we can consider the canonical basis for a given block.
Example. Take h " 5. Using the rules above, we can compute
so this is the canonical basis vector Gp6, 4q. We can also compute One approach to understanding canonical basis coefficients is to begin with blocks of small bar-weight. The case of bar-weight 0 is straightforward: given an h-bar-core τ, the block B τ,0 is 1-dimensional, spanned by the vector Gpτq " τ. In the remainder of this paper we will compute the canonical basis coefficients for blocks of bar-weight 1 and 2.
Scopes-Kessar pairs
Our main tool for computing canonical bases for blocks of a given bar-weight w will be rw : ks-pairs. These are pairs of blocks B σ,w , B τ,w such that f pkq i gives a vector space isomorphism B σ,w Ñ B τ,w for some i; this means that we can deduce the canonical basis coefficients for B τ,w from those for B σ,w , and these canonical basis coefficients will be very similar (in some cases identical). The genesis of this theory is the fundamental work by Scopes [Sco] for blocks of symmetric groups; a version for double covers of symmetric groups was developed by Kessar [K] .
First we define a family of involutions ψ 0 , . . . , ψ n on P h . Take λ P P h and i P t0, . . . , nu. Define the i-signature of λ by working along the edge of λ from left to right, writing a`for each addable i-node and a´for each removable i-node. Now construct the reduced i-signature by repeatedly deleting adjacent pairs`´in the i-signature. The removable i-nodes corresponding to the´signs in the reduced i-signature are called normal i-nodes of λ, while the addable inodes corresponding to the`signs are called the conormal nodes of λ.
Suppose λ has r normal i-nodes and s conormal i-nodes. Define ψ i pλq by:
• adding the leftmost s´r conormal i-nodes, if s r;
• removing the rightmost r´s normal i-nodes, if r s.
It is an easy exercise to check that ψ i pλq is also an h-strict partition.
Remark.
The involution ψ i derives from the crystal structure of F : the theory of crystal bases (see [HK] for an introduction) defines a directed graph (the crystal of F ) with vertex set P h and edges labelled by residues i P t0, . . . , nu; the subgraph formed by the edges labelled i is just a disjoint union of directed paths, and the effect of ψ i is to reverse each of these paths.
Example. Suppose h " 3, λ " p5, 4, 2, 1q and i " 0. The addable and removable 0-nodes of λ are indicated in the following diagram.`Ẁ e see that the 0-signature of λ is´`´``, so that the reduced 0-signature is´``; λ has one normal 0-node p4, 1q, and two conormal 0-nodes p1, 6q and p1, 7q. So ψ 0 pλq " p6, 4, 2, 1q.
We remark on two very easy special cases.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose λ P P h and i P t0, . . . , nu.
If λ has no removable i-nodes, then ψ i pλq is obtained by adding all the addable i-nodes to λ.

If λ has no addable i-nodes, then ψ i pλq is obtained by removing all the removable i-nodes from λ.
We also note some properties of the functions ψ i , which are well known and easy to prove. (The first of these comes from the following simple observation: if λ, µ P P h and µ is obtained by adding an i-node pr, cq to λ, then pr, cq is the rightmost normal i-node of µ if and only if it is the leftmost conormal i-node of λ.) Lemma 4.2. Suppose λ P P h and i P t0, . . . , nu.
ψ 2
i pλq " λ.
ψ i pλq is restricted if and only if λ is restricted.
Now we consider the particular case of h-bar-cores.
Proposition 4.3.
Suppose σ is an h-bar-core and 0 i n. Then:
σ cannot have both addable and removable i-nodes;
ψ i pσq is an h-bar-core;
if τ is an h-bar-core obtained by adding some i-nodes to
Proof. We use the abacus, in particular Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. First suppose 1 i ă n. If σ has addable i-nodes, then there is at least one bead on runner i of the abacus display for σ with an empty space immediately to its right. But by Lemma 2.3 the assumption that σ is an h-bar-core means that every bead in the abacus display has a bead immediately above it. So runners i and i`1 of the abacus display have the following form.
As a consequence, we see that σ has no removable i-nodes, proving (1). Moreover, we see that the abacus display for ψ i pσq is obtained by simply switching runners i and i`1 (and also runners´i´1 and´i) so every bead in the abacus display for ψ i pσq has a bead immediately above it. So by Lemma 2.3 ψ i pσq is an h-bar-core, so (2) holds. For (3), apply (1) to τ: since by assumption τ has removable i-nodes, it cannot have addable i-nodes, so in order to obtain τ from σ, all the addable i-nodes must have been added, and therefore τ " ψ i pσq.
The case i " n is very similar, except that here there is only one pair of runners to consider, namely n and´n, and the phrase "to the right of" must be reinterpreted appropriately.
The case i " 0 is also similar, except that here there are three runners to consider, namely runners´1, 0 and 1. Here the fact that every bead in the abacus display for σ has a bead immediately above it and the assumption that σ has at least one addable 0-node, together with the symmetry of the abacus, means that the configuration on runners´1, 0 and 1 of the abacus display for σ is as follows. Now the abacus display for ψ 0 pσq is obtained by switching runners´1 and 1, and the proof works as for i 1.
As a by-product of the above proof, we see that if an h-bar-core σ has any addable 0-nodes, it must have an odd number of them. Now we return to arbitrary h-strict partitions.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose 0 i n and λ P P h , and that λ has h-bar-core σ and h-bar-weight w. Then ψ i pλq has h-bar-core ψ i pσq and h-bar-weight w.
Proof. We assume 1 i ă n, with the cases i " 0 and i " n being similar. Let δ i pλq equal the number of addable i-nodes of λ minus the number of removable i-nodes of λ. First we claim that δ i pλq " δ i pσq. To see this, we use the abacus display for λ. Lemma 2.2 shows that, if we take N " 0, then δ i pλq equals the number of beads on runner i of the abacus display after position i´Nh minus the number of beads on runner i`1 after position i`1´Nh. Constructing the abacus display for σ involves moving beads up their runners, so does not affect these numbers of beads; so δ i pσq " δ i pλq.
The way the reduced i-signature is constructed means that δ i pλq is also the number of conormal i-nodes of λ minus the number of normal i-nodes. So ψ i pλq is obtained from λ by adding δ i pλq i-nodes if δ i pλq 0, or removing´δ i pλq i-nodes if δ i pλq ă 0. Since δ i pλq " δ i pσq, the same applies for σ and ψ i pσq.
We can easily compare the h-contents of λ and σ: removing an h-bar entails removing one n-node and two nodes of each residue i P t0, . . . , n´1u; so the h-content of σ is obtained from the h-content of λ by removing w copies of n and 2w copies of i for each 0 i ă n. The previous paragraph implies that the same relationship holds between the h-contents of ψ i pλq and ψ i pσq. So ψ i pλq has the same h-content as an h-strict partition with h-bar-core ψ i pσq and h-bar-weight w, and so by Proposition 2.1 ψ i pλq has h-bar-core ψ i pσq and h-bar-weight w. Now we can introduce Scopes-Kessar pairs. Suppose σ is an h-bar-core with k addable inodes, where k 1. Let τ " ψ i pσq. We say that B σ,w and B τ,w form a rw : ks-pair with residue i. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that ψ i restricts to a bijection between P σ,w and P τ,w .
We define a partition λ P P σ,w to be unexceptional (for the pair pB σ,w , B τ,w q) if it has no removable i-nodes, and we define a partition µ P P τ,w to be unexceptional if it has no addable i-nodes. We consider the effect of the operator f pkq i . Proposition 4.5. Suppose σ, τ, k, i are as above.
1. If λ P P σ,w is unexceptional, then λ has exactly k addable i-nodes, and f pkq i λ " ψ i pλq.
If µ P P σ,w is restricted and Gpµq is a linear combination of unexceptional partitions, then
(extending ψ i linearly) Gpψ i pµqq " ψ i pGpµqq.
Proof.
1. For the first statement we use the fact (shown in the proof of Lemma 4.4) that the number of addable i-nodes minus the number of removable i-nodes is the same for λ as it is for σ; by Proposition 4.3 σ has k addable i-nodes and no removable i-nodes, so the same is true for λ.
Now the second statement follows from the formula for the action of f pkq i .
Write Gpµq
Since this vector is bar-invariant and each coefficient is divisible by q except for the coefficient of ψ i pµq which equals 1, this vector must equal Gpψ i pµqq. Proof. We need to show that a partition λ P P σ,1 cannot have a removable i-node. We begin with the case 1 i ă n, and examine runners i and i`1 of the abacus. In the abacus display for σ, there are k beads on runner i with an empty space to the right.
This result provides a result analogous to the
The abacus display for λ is obtained by moving the lowest beads on runners j,´j down one space each, for some j (or moving the lowest black bead down two spaces, if j " 0). So the possible configurations of runners i and i`1 in the abacus display for λ are as follows, and we see that λ does not have a removable i-node.
The situation when i " n is similar, though now there are 2k positions on runner n immediately followed by an empty space on runner´n. Now there are two possible configurations of these two runners; in these diagrams we place runner´n to the right of runner n, adjusting vertically so that position ah`n`1 is directly to the right of position ah`n.
2k 2k´2
Again, we see that λ has no removable n-nodes. In the case where i " 0 and k 3, we write k " 2l`1. Now we examine runners´1, 0, 1 of the abacus. In the abacus display for σ there are k positions b on runner´1 with a bead at position b but no bead at position b`2; these are at positions´1´lh,´1´pl´1qh, . . . ,´1`lh. Again, we see that for each possible configuration λ has no removable i-nodes.
Note that Proposition 4.6 is not true in the case where i " 0 and k " 1; in fact, blocks forming a r1 : 1s-pair of residue 0 have different canonical bases (though these canonical bases become equal under the specialisation q Ñ 1).
r2 : ks-pairs with residue n
Now we come to blocks of bar-weight 2. The next result is essentially equivalent to [ Proof. In the abacus display for σ there are 2k positions b on runner n such that there is a bead at position b but not at position b`1. By considering the possible configurations of runners n and´n in the abacus display for λ P P σ,2 , we see that λ cannot have a removable n-node. In the following diagrams, we illustrate runners n and´n in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 4.6. In addition to the two configurations shown there, we have the following three possibilities. Proof. In the abacus display for σ, there are k beads on runner i with no bead to their immediate right. Now consider the abacus display for a partition λ P P σ,2 : this is obtained by moving beads down their runners, with at most two of these moves taking place on runners i and i`1. So it is not possible for there to be a bead on runner i`1 with an empty space to its immediate left, and hence λ cannot have a removable i-node. Proof. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 4.7, we write k " 2l`1, and examine the possible configurations of runners´1, 0, 1 in the abacus display for a partition λ P P σ,2 , seeing in each case that λ has no removable 0-nodes. In addition to the three configurations in the proof of Proposition 4.6, we find the following. We will study r2 : 3s-pairs of residue 0 below. r2 : 1s-pairs of residue 0 are rather more complex, and we avoid these in this paper.
rw : ks-pairs and orders on partitions
We end this section by considering how the various orderings defined in Section 2.1 change as we pass through a rw : ks-pair. Given λ, µ P P h , we write λ Øμ, and that λ is unexceptional.
Proof. We prove the first part only, as the proof of the second part is very similar.
Since λ ą lex µ, there is r 1 such that λ r ą µ r while λ s " µ s for all s ă r. So for any s ă r, λ has an addable i-node in row s if and only if µ does. Since λ is unexceptional,λ is obtained from λ by adding all the addable i-nodes, so we getλ s μ s for all s ă r. Ifλ s ąμ s for any s r then we are done, so assumeλ s "μ s for s ă r, andλ r μ r . This means that µ has at least one addable i-node in row r, and that the node pr, λ r q is an i-node. This node cannot be a removable i-node of λ because λ is unexceptional, which means that λ r`1 " λ r´1 and λ r ı 1 pmod hq. Furthermore, we haveλ r "μ r (the only way this could in theory fail is if i " 0 andμ r " µ r`2 " λ r`1 , but then the node pr, µ r`2 q would also be an addable node of λ, so thatλ r "μ r ).
The deduction that λ r ı 1 pmod hq means that µ r ı 0 pmod hq, and hence µ r`1 ă µ r . Hencê µ r`1 ă µ r λ r´1 " λ r`1 λ r`1 , and so we haveλ ą lexμ .
We end this section with a result which will be important in the induction proofs of our main theorems.
Lemma 4.11. Suppose τ is an h-bar-core of length l. Then one of the following occurs.
• τ " pl, l´1, . . . , 1q and l n.
• τ has a removable i-node, for some i ‰ 0.
• τ has at least three removable 0-nodes.
Proof.
If τ " pl, l´1, . . . , 1q, then necessarily l n, since otherwise τ would include the parts n and n`1, so would not be an h-bar-core. So assume that τ ‰ pl, l´1, . . . , 1q. Assume also that τ has no removable nodes of any non-zero residue. By assumption l ą 0, so the node pl, τ l q is removable, and is therefore a removable 0-node. This is particular means that τ l " 1 (since otherwise it would be possible to remove an h-bar from τ), and now the assumption τ ‰ pl, l´1, . . . , 1q means that there is r ă l such that τ r´τr`1 2. So the node pr, τ r q is also a removable 0-node. So τ has at least two removable 0-nodes, and hence at least three, by the remark following the proof of Proposition 4.3.
Blocks of bar-weight 1
In this section we determine the q-decomposition numbers for blocks of bar-weight 1. The decomposition numbers for spin blocks of symmetric groups of defect 1 are known, thanks to Müller [Mü] ; the results in the present section provide a q-analogue of Müller's results.
Throughout this section we fix an h-bar-core τ. Recall that we define Γpτq to be the number of parts of τ less than h. Proposition 5.1. There are exactly n`1 h-strict partitions in P τ,1 . These are totally ordered by the dominance order, with all except the most dominant one being restricted.
Proof. There are three different ways to add an h-bar to τ to obtain an h-strict partition.
type ': Given a P τ such that a`h R τ, define τra`hs " τ \ pa`hqzpaq. This partition is restricted unless a " τ 1 .
type 0: Define τrhs " τ \ phq. This partition is restricted unless τ " ∅.
type a: Given b P tn`1, . . . , h´1u such that neither b nor h´b lies in τ, define τrbs " τ \ pb, h´bq. This partition is restricted.
Now observe that if τris and τrjs are two partitions constructed in this way, then τris ⊳ τrjs if and only if i ă j. Moreover, the number of partitions τras of type ' equals Γpτq, and (because τ cannot contain integers a and h´a) the number of partitions τrbs of type a equals nΓ pτq. So there are n`1 partitions in P τ,1 altogether, and only the most dominant fails to be restricted.
In view of Proposition 5.1, we can label the partitions in P τ,1 as τp0q ⊳¨¨¨⊳ τpnq. Now we can give the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.2.
Suppose τ is an h-bar-core, and let τp0q ⊳¨¨¨⊳ τpnq be the partitions in P τ,1 . Then
For example, with h " 7 and τ " p4, 2q, the q-decomposition numbers are given by the following matrix. 2 We prove Theorem 5.2 by induction. For the initial cases of the induction, we assume that τ has the form pl, l´1, . . . , 1q for some 0 l n. In this situation, Theorem 5.2 can be re-cast as follows. Proposition 5.3. Suppose τ " pl, l´1, . . . , 1q for 0 l n, and suppose µ P P τ,1 is restricted. Then one of the following occurs.
p6,
1. µ " τ \ ph´b, bq for l`2 b n. In this case
2. µ " τ \ ph´l´1, l`1q and l n´1. In this case
Gpµq " µ`q`τ \ phq˘.
3. µ " τ \ phq and l 1. In this case
4. µ " τ \ pa`hqzpaq with 1 a l´1. In this case
Proof. It is clear that µ satisfies one (and only one) of the given conditions, so we just need to calculate Gpµq. In each case we construct an h-bar-core ξ, and show that the given vector can be constructed from Gpξq " ξ by applying the operators f i . The defining properties of the canonical basis then guarantee that this vector must equal Gpµq.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We proceed by induction on |τ|. Let l " lenpτq, and consider the three possibilities in Lemma 4.11. If τ " pl, l´1, . . . , 1q with l n, then Proposition 5.3 gives the result. Alternatively, there is a residue i such that either i ‰ 0 and τ has a removable i-node, or i " 0 and τ has at least three removable i-nodes. So define the h-bar-core ξ by removing all the removable i-nodes from τ. Now B ξ,1 and B 
Blocks of bar-weight 2
Now we come to the main object of study in this paper: blocks of bar-weight 2. In this section we further develop the combinatorics of blocks of bar-weight 2 and state our main theorem.
We continue to work with a fixed h-bar-core τ.
The dominance order
First we consider the dominance order in P τ,2 , which will be central to the our formula for the canonical basis coefficients. Given λ, µ P P τ,2 , we give a simple sufficient criterion for λ µ in terms of the bar positions a λ , b λ introduced in Section 2.2. The following is an analogue of (half of) [ 
Proof.
. Now note that replacing an integer a with a`h in a strict partition entails adding one node to each of columns a`1, . . . , a`h; similarly, inserting the parts a, h´a with a n entails adding two nodes to each of columns 1, . . . , a, and one node to each of columns a`1, . . . , h´a.
So if a λ a µ and b λ b µ , then when we construct λ from τ, we add nodes in earlier columns than when we construct µ from τ; so λ µ.
Leg lengths
Richards's formula for decomposition numbers of defect 2 blocks of symmetric groups involves leg lengths of rim hooks. Here we introduce the corresponding combinatorics for our situation.
Suppose λ P P τ,2 , and let a λ , b λ be bar positions for λ, as defined above. Recall that we write ppx, yqq λXτ for the number of integers strictly between x and y that lie in both λ and τ. Take c P ta λ , b λ u, and define the leg length corresponding to c as follows:
• if c h, define the corresponding leg length to be ppc´h, cqq λXτ ;
• if n ă c ă h, define the corresponding leg length to be h´c`pph´c, cqq λXτ .
We define Bλ to be the absolute difference between the leg lengths of λ.
Remark. Leg lengths for h-bars are also defined by Hoffman and Humphreys in [HH, p.185]. However, our definition differs slightly from theirs. For example, take h " 7 and λ " p10, 5, 4q. Then a λ " 4 and b λ " 10, giving leg lengths 1 and 3, and hence Bλ " 2. Using the notion of leg length from [HH], the leg length corresponding to c " 4 would be 2, giving Bλ " 1.
The key to Richards's combinatorial formula for decomposition numbers is the interplay between the B function and the dominance order. In our setting, the following result will be important. Now (continuing the analogy with Richards's work) we define the colour of a partition λ P P τ,2 . The way we define this depends on the value of Bλ. Bλ " 0: Suppose first that λ has a 2h-bar, i.e. either a λ " b λ´h or a λ`bλ " 2h. We define the leg length of this 2h-bar analogously to the leg length of an h-bar: if b λ 2h then we define the leg length as l " |λ X τ X tb λ´2 h`1, . . . , b λ´1 u|, while if b λ ă 2h we define the leg length to be l " 2h´b λ`| λ X τ X t2h´b λ`1 , . . . , b λ´1 u|. Now we say λ is black if l`2Γpτq is congruent to 0 or 3 modulo 4, and white otherwise.
Alternatively, suppose λ has two h-bars, with common leg length l. Say that λ is black if l`Γpτq is odd, and white otherwise.
Bλ " 1: If b λ ą h, we say that λ is grey. If b λ h, then let l, l`1 be the two leg lengths of λ. We say that λ is black if l`Γpτq is odd, and white otherwise.
Bλ 2: In this case, we say λ is grey.
In the rest of the paper, we write cl λ for the colour of λ. We end this subsection with a lemma we shall need later. 
and we claim that these cannot be equal, contradicting the assumption that Bλ " 0. Since τ is an h-bar-core, we have pph´a λ , a λτ pp2h´a λ , a λ`hτ so in order for the two leg lengths to be equal we would have to have ppa λ , 2h´a λτ h´a λ . But τ cannot contain integers h`i and h´i for any 0 i ă h´a λ , so ppa λ , 2há λτ ă h´a λ .
b λ " 2h´a λ : In this case the leg lengths of λ are h´a λ`p ph´a λ , a λτ , pph´a λ , 2h´a λτ , and if these are equal then h´a λ " ppa λ , 2h´a λτ .
But, as in the previous case, this cannot happen.
Special partitions
Our analogue of Richards's formula breaks down for a few canonical basis vectors in B τ,2 , and our main theorem will deal with these separately. In order to deal with these, we single out some partitions which we call the special partitions in P τ,2 . There are up to six of these, though some may be undefined, depending on the value of Γpτq.
• If Γpτq n´2, define Q τ as follows. Let a, b P t1, . . . , nu be minimal such that a, b, há , h´b R τ, and define Q τ " τ \ ph´a, h´b, b, aq. Note that if Q τ is defined, then it is automatically restricted.
• If Γpτq n´1, define K τ as follows. Let a P t1, . . . , nu be minimal such that a, h´a R τ, and define K τ " τ \ ph, h´a, aq. Note that if K τ is defined, then it is automatically restricted.
• Define B τ to be the partition τ \ ph, hq. Observe that B τ is restricted if and only if τ ‰ ∅ (that is, if Γpτq 1).
• If Γpτq n´1, define N τ as follows. Let a ą h be minimal such that a, 2h´a R τ, and set N τ " τ \ pa, 2h´aq.
• Define R τ as follows. Let a be minimal such that a P τ \ phq but a`h R τ, and set R τ " τ \ pa`h, hqzpaq.
• If Γpτq 1, define p τ as follows. Take the two smallest integers a ă b such that a, b R τ, a´h P τ and b´h P τ \ paq. Define p τ " τ \ pb, aqzpb´h, a´hq.
The main theorem
Now we can give our main theorem for blocks of bar-weight 2.
Theorem 6.4. Suppose τ is an h-bar-core
, and suppose λ, µ P P τ,2 with µ restricted.
there is a partition µ`in P τ,2 such that µ`⊲ µ, Bµ`" Bµ and cl µ " cl µ`. If we let µ`be the least dominant such partition, and define
The base case
As with the proof of Theorem 5.2, we prove Theorem 6.4 by induction, taking as base cases the blocks whose bar-core has at most one removable node, and no removable nodes of nonzero residue.
Assumptions and notation in force for Section 7
τ is the h-bar-core pl, l´1, . . . , 1q for 0 l n. Given integers x 1 , . . . , x s ą l and l y 1 , . . . , y t 0, we will write px 1 , . . . , x s | y 1 , . . . , y t q to mean the partition τ \ px 1 , . . . , x s qzpy 1 , . . . , y t q.
In the following table, we classify the different types of partition in B τ,2 , calculate their B-values and give the conditions under which they are restricted.
l ă a n a never p2h`a | aq 0 a l l´a never Given this, we can find all the partitions in P τ,2 with B-value equal to 0 or 1, and compute their colours. 
If l n´1
, the partition N τ equals ph`1, h´1 |¨q.
The partition R
6. If l 2, the partition p τ equals ph`2, h`1 | 2, 1q; if l " 1, then p τ equals p2h`1 | 1q.
Now that we have a list of restricted partitions in P τ,2 , we can calculate the canonical basis vectors. For each restricted µ P P τ,2 we compute Gpµq by applying a suitable combination of operators f i to a known canonical basis vector Gpξq. This partition ξ will have h-bar-weight 0 (in which case Gpξq " ξ) or 1 (so that Gpξq is known from Theorem 5.2), or will lie in the block B pl´1,...,1q,2 (in which case Gpξq is known by induction on l). The results are given in the following table. In each case we give the vector Gpµq in the form of two columns (containing coefficients and partitions), and we give the B-value of each partition involved and show how Gpµq is obtained. In each case it is easy to verify that the coefficients d λµ satisfy Theorem 6.4.
We begin with the restricted partitions µ ‰ Q τ , K τ , τ. 
ph`n`1, n |¨q n Gpµq " f n ph`n, n |¨q
ow we do the same for GpQ τ q, GpK τ q and GpB τ q. In each case we identify the special partitions appearing, and we can complete the verification of Theorem 6.4 in the base cases.
Gpµq " f 0`p h´1, h´2, 2 |¨q`qph, h´1 |¨q˘
More on r2 : ks-pairs
Now we come to the inductive step in the proof of Theorem 6.4. For this, we need to study r2 : ks-pairs in more detail.
r2 : 1s-pairs of non-zero residue
Throughout Section 8.1 we assume that σ and τ are h-bar-cores, and B σ,2 and B τ,2 form a r2 : 1s-pair with residue i, where 1 i ă n.
Our aim is to compare the canonical bases of B σ,2 and B τ,2 . We start by finding the exceptional partitions in P σ,2 and P τ,2 .
Consider For example, take h " 7. We illustrate r2 : 1s-pairs of the three possible types, with i " 1 in each case.
Now we can classify and study the exceptional partitions in B σ,2 and B τ,2 . We use the abacus notation for partitions introduced in Section 2.2. 3. In the Fock space,
4. α is restricted, with Gpαq " α`q 2 β`q 4 γ.
5.α is restricted, with
Gpαq "α`q 2β`q4γ . 
(ii) d αµ and d βµ are not both equal to q 2 .
Then the triple pd αµ , d βµ , d γµ q is one of those given in Table 1 .
Proof.
1. By examining runners i, i`1 of the abacus, we find that the exceptional partitions in P σ,2 are precisely x´iy, xi, i`1y and xi`1y, and similarly for P τ,2 .
P σ,2 P τ,2 x´iy xi, i`1y xi`1y xiy xi, i`1y x´i´1y
The dominance ordering on these triples of partitions is easily checked from the abacus.
2,3. These statements follow by considering the arrangement of addable and removable inodes for α, β, γ. For example, γ has two addable i-nodes and one removable i-node, with the removable i-node to the right of the addable i-nodes. Adding the leftmost addable i-node yieldsβ, while adding the other addable i-node yieldsγ. Hence ψ i pγq "β, and f i γ "β`q 2γ .
4. Consider the h-strict partition δ obtained by removing the unique removable i-node from any of α, β or γ. δ is an h-bar-core, so Gpδq " δ. So the vector
is bar-invariant, and therefore equals Gpαq (and α is necessarily restricted).
5. From parts (3) and (4) we can calculate
Hence the vectorα`q 2β`q4γ is bar-invariant, and so must equal Gpαq.
6. In each case, one can compute the bar-invariant vector f i Gpµq using Proposition 4.5(1) and part (3) of the present proposition, and then reduce this using the known vector Gpαq to obtain a canonical basis vector in B τ,2 , which turns out to be Gpψ i pµqq. We give two examples of this calculation.
Suppose we are in the third case in Table 1 , with
so that in particular µ " β. Then
Subtracting Gpαq, we obtainγ`ÿ λ unexceptional d λµ ψ i pλq which therefore equals Gpγq " Gpψ i pµqq.
Now suppose we are in the penultimate case in Table 1 , with
Then in particular µ is unexceptional. We obtain a bar-invariant vector
Subtracting the bar-invariant vector pq`q´1q Gpαq, we obtain
which must therefore equal Gpψ i pµqq.
7,8. Let δ be the h-bar-core from the proof of part (4) above. In the Fock space we have
and e i λ " 0 for all unexceptional λ P P σ,2 . Since Gpδq " δ, we obtain
This vector is bar-invariant, so the Laurent polynomial q´4d αµ`q´2 d βµ`dγµ must be symmetric in q and q´1. One can check that this is not the case for the triples in (7). For part (8), we note one more condition which follows from the basic properties of canonical basis vectors.
If q´4d αµ`q´2 d βµ`dγµ is symmetric in q and q´1 and conditions (i-iv) also hold, then only possibility for the triple pd αµ , d βµ , d γµ q not given by the table is p1, 0, q 4 q. But this possibility cannot happen by (4).
r2 : 3s-pairs of residue 0
Now we give results corresponding to those of Section 8.1 for r2 : 3s-pairs of residue 0.
Throughout Section 8.2 we assume that σ and τ are h-bar-cores, and that B σ,2 and B τ,2 form a r2 : 3s-pair with residue 0.
Proposition 8.2.
1. The exceptional partitions in P σ,2 can be written α ⊳ β ⊳ γ, where α " x1y, β " x0, 1y, γ" x0y.
The exceptional partitions in P τ,2 can be writtenα ⊳β ⊳γ, wherê α " x0y,β " x0, 1y,γ " x´1y.
2.
ψ 0 pαq "α, ψ 0 pβq "γ, ψ 0 pγq "β.
In the Fock space, f
p3q 0 α " q´3α`q´1β f p3q 0 β " p1`q´2qα`β`pq 2`1 qγ f p3q 0 γ "α`pq 2`1 qβ`pq 4`q2 qγ.
α is restricted, with
Gpαq " α`qβ`q 3 γ.
5.α is restricted, with
Gpαq "α`q 2β`q4γ . Table 2 7. If µ P P σ,2 is restricted, the triple pd αµ , d βµ , d γµ q cannot equal pq 2 , q 4`q2 , 0q, pq 3`q , 0, q 3`or pq 3`q , q 5`q3 , 0q.
8. Suppose µ P P σ,2 is restricted and d αµ , d βµ , d γµ satisfy the following conditions.
(iii) d βµ and d γµ are not both equal to q.
Then the triple pd αµ , d βµ , d γµ q is one of those given in Table 2 .
Proof.
1. This is a matter of checking possible abacus configurations. Runners´1, 0, 1 of the abacus displays for the exceptional partitions are shown below.
x0, 1y x0y x0y x0, 1y x´1y 2,3. As in Proposition 8.1, these statements follow by considering the configuration of addable and removable 0-nodes for each of α, β and γ.
As an example, we show how to compute the coefficient ofα in f p3q 0 β. As we can see from the abacus display, the addable and removable 0-nodes of β " x0, 1y consist of (from left to right):
• an addable node in column 1;
• a removable node in column h;
• addable nodes in columns h`1, 2h and 2h`1.
There are three possible ways to add three of the addable 0-nodes, yielding the partitionŝ α,β andγ. In particular,α is obtained by adding the addable nodes in columns 1, h`1 and 2h. Since h occurs exactly once as a part of β, the definition of the action of f p3q 0 gives a coefficient of q´2ˆp1`q 2 q " p1`q´2q.
4. This is proved as in Proposition 8.1, using the h-bar-core δ " σ \ p2h´1q. Since Gpδq " δ, we have a bar-invariant vector
which must be Gpαq. (4) we can calculate
From parts (3) and
6. This is proved in the same way as Proposition 8.1(6), using (3) and (5).
7,8 . These parts are proved in the same way as in Proposition 8.1. In this case (taking δ as in the proof of (4)) we have e 0 α " q´4δ e 0 β " pq´1`q´3qδ e 0 γ " pq`q´1qδ
and e 0 λ " 0 for all unexceptional λ. Since e 0 Gpµq must equal f δ with f symmetric in q and q´1, the result is easily obtained.
r2 : ks-pairs, B-values and dominance
Now we consider how the dominance orders and the B-values differ for corresponding h-strict partitions in two blocks forming a r2 : ks-pair.
Throughout Section 8.3 we assume that σ and τ are h-bar-cores, and that B σ,2 and B τ,2 form a r2 : ks-pair with residue i, where either i 1 or k 3.
First we consider B-values and colours. We start with unexceptional partitions. Proposition 8.3. Suppose λ P P σ,2 is unexceptional. Then Bψ i pλq " Bλ.
Proof. For this proof, we write µ " ψ i pλq. To prove that Bλ " Bµ, we prove the stronger statement that µ has the same leg lengths as λ. Let a λ ă b λ be the bar-positions for λ. Definē B λ to be the set of occupied positions in the abacus display for λ, and set
define a µ , b µ and B µ similarly. Now observe that the leg lengths of λ are simply
(where we use the usual notation px, yq for the open interval between x and y). The leg lengths of µ can be expressed similarly, so we need to compare the sets B λ X pa λ´h , a λ q and B µ X pa µh , a µ q (and the corresponding sets for b λ and b µ ). We consider the cases i ‰ 0 and i " 0 separately. First suppose i ‰ 0. In this case, we let φ i denote the bijection from Z to Z given by
In either of these cases a µ " a λ . Similarly b µ " φ i pb λ q except in case (b) above, in which case
In any case, B µ " φ i pB λ q; so since φ i is a bijection on Z, to compare the sizes of the sets B λ X pa λ´h , a λ q and B µ X pa µ´h , a µ q we just need to consider the possible integers c such that c P B λ X pa λ´h , a λ q and φ i pcq R pa µ´h , a µ q, or c P B µ X R pa µ´h , a µ q and φ i pcq R pa λ´h , a λ q.
Consider first the case a µ " a λ . The only way an integer c can satisfy c P pa λ´h , a λ q S φ i pcq is if
• c " a λ´1 and a λ " i`1 or´i pmod hq, or
• c " a λ´h`1 and a λ " i or´i´1 pmod hq.
But if a λ " i`1 or´i pmod hq then φ i pa λ q " a λ´1 , so the only way we can have a µ " a λ is in case (a) above; that is, a λ " n`1 " i`1. But in that case a λ´1 " h´a λ R B λ , B µ .
Similarly if a λ " i or´i´1 pmod hq then φ i pa λ q " a λ`1 , so the only way we can have a µ " a λ is in case (b) above. But then a λ´h`1 " b λ´h R B λ , B µ .
So we see that φ i maps B λ X pa λ´h , a λ q bijectively to B µ X pa µ´h , a µ q. Now consider the case a µ ‰ a λ . This can happen in either of two ways.
a λ " i or´i´1 pmod hq and a µ " a λ`1 .
Observe that if c P pa λ´h , a λ q, then φ i pcq P pa λ´h`1 , a λ`1 q unless c " a λ´h`1 . Similarly, if φ i pcq P pa λ´h`1 , a λ`1 q, then c P pa λ´h , a λ q unless c " a λ . So to show that |B λ X pa λ´h , a λ q| " |B µ X pa µ´h , a µ q|, we just need to show that a λ´h`1 P B λ if and only if a λ P B µ ; that is, a λ´h`1 P B λ if and only if
, so that a µ " a λ , contrary to assumption. On the other hand, if a λ´h`1 P B λ S a λ`1 , then one of the following must occur on runners i, i`1 of the abacus display for λ.
But then λ is exceptional, contrary to assumption.
This case is similar to the previous one; here we must show that a λ´h´1 P B λ if and only if a λ´1 P B λ , and this is done in a similar way.
So in all cases, |B λ X pa λ´h , a λ q| " |B µ X pa µ´h , a µ q|. Now we consider the case i " 0, where we take the same approach. We define the bijection φ 0 : Z Ñ Z by
Suppose first that a λ ı˘1 pmod hq. Then a µ " a λ , and the only way we can have an integer c with c P pa λ´h , a λ q S φ 0 pcq is if a λ " 0 pmod hq and c " a λ´1 or a λ´h`1 . So if a λ ı 0 pmod hq, then φ 0 maps B λ X pa λ´h , a λ q bijectively to B µ X pa λ´h , a λ q. If a λ " 0 pmod hq, then the assumption that λ is unexceptional means that a λ´1 , a λ´h´1 P B λ while a λ`1 , a λ´h`1 R B λ . So
and hence |B λ X pa λ´h , a λ q| " |B µ X pa λ´h , a λ q|.
Now suppose a λ "´1 pmod hq. Then the assumption that λ is unexceptional means that b λ ‰ a λ`1 , a λ`2 , so a µ " φ 0 pa λ q. If c P pa λ´h , a λ q, then φ 0 pcq P pa λ´h`2 , a λ`2 q unless c " a λ´h`1 or a λ´h`2 , while if c P pa λ´h`2 , a λ`2 q then φ 0 pcq P pa λ´h , a λ q unless c " a λ or a λ`2 . So in order to show |B λ X pa λ´h , a λ q| " |B µ X pa λ´h , a λ q|, we must show that
This follows from the fact that λ is unexceptional by considering possible abacus displays.
So in all cases (for i ‰ 0 and i " 0) |B λ X pa λ´h , a λ q| " |B µ X pa µ´h , a µ q|. In the same way we can show that |B λ X pb λ´h , b λ q| " |B µ X pb µ´h , b µ q|. Now we do the same for colours.
Proposition 8.4. Suppose λ P P σ,2 is unexceptional. Then cl ψ i pλq " cl λ.
Proof. Again, we write µ " ψ i pλq. Recall that Γpσq denotes the number of parts of σ which are less than h. Observe that we have Γpσq " Γpτq: for i 1 this is completely clear, while if i " 0 then the assumption that k 3 means that h´1 P σ, and the set τ X t1, . . . , h´1u is obtained from σ X t1, . . . , h´1u by replacing h´1 with 1.
By Proposition 8.3 Bλ " Bµ, so if Bλ 2 the result is trivial. We consider the two remaining cases. Similarly, if b λ h then b µ h. In this case λ and µ are both black if l`Γpσq " l`Γpτq is odd, and both white otherwise.
Next we compare the dominance orders in P σ,2 and P τ,2 . We now note another result which we will need in view of the factor q λµ appearing in Theorem 6.4(1).
Lemma 8.7. Suppose λ P P σ,2 is unexceptional. Then λ contains h or 2h if and only if ψ i pλq does.
Proof.
If i 1 then this is obvious, since adding i-nodes cannot affect parts divisible by h. So assume i " 0. If λ contains ah (where a " 1 or 2), then λ must also contain ah´1 (otherwise λ would have a removable 0-node, so would be exceptional). Hence ψ 0 pλq contains ah. The converse is similar. Now we come to the special partitions in P σ,2 and their counterparts in P τ,2 . Our first task is to show how these partitions compare in P σ,2 and P τ,2 .
Lemma 8.8.
1. Suppose ‹ is one if the symbols Q, K, B. Then ‹ σ is unexceptional for the pair pB σ,2 , B τ,2 q, and
2. Suppose ‹ is one of the symbols N, R, p. Then one of the following happens:
(a) ‹ σ is unexceptional for the pair pB σ,2 , B τ,2 q, and ψ i p‹ σ q " ‹ τ .
(b) Either k " 1 or i " 0 and k " 3, and ‹ σ " β, ‹ τ "α.
Proof. We consider the six special partitions separately. Recall from Proposition 8.1(1) and Proposition 8.2(1) that if there are exceptional partitions (i.e. if i " 0 and k " 3, or if k " 1) then the exceptional partitions in P σ,2 have abacus notation x´iy, xi, i`1y, xi`1y.
Q σ As in the definition, take 1 a ă b minimal such that a, b, h´a, h´b R σ; then Q σ " σ \ ph´a, h´b, b, aq, which has abacus notation xa, by. Given this abacus notation, Q σ cannot be exceptional; note that we cannot have i " a " b´1, because if a " b´1 then σ has no addable a-nodes. Now ψ i pQ σ q has abacus notation xâ,by, wherê a "
and a case-by-case check then shows that xâ,by " Q τ .
K σ In this case take a 1 minimal such that a, h´a R σ; then K σ " σ \ ph, h´a, aq, with abacus notation xa, 0y. Hence K σ is not exceptional (in the case i " 0, observe that a cannot equal 1 because we would then have k " 1). Now ψ i pK σ q " xâ, 0y, whereâ is defined as in the previous case, and we get ψ i pK σ q " K τ .
B σ
The abacus notation for B σ is x0, 0y, so B σ is unexceptional. And it is easily seen that ψ i pB σ q also has abacus notation x0, 0y, so equals B τ .
Now if i " 0, then N σ cannot be exceptional (note that in this case 1 R σ, so N σ cannot equal x1y). If i 1 and k " 1, then N σ is exceptional provided i " a and a´h P σ: then the r2 : 1s-pair is of type B, and so N σ is the exceptional partition β. For every h ă c ă a either c or 2h´c lies in σ, so the same is true in τ; in addition a, a´h, 2h´a R τ, so that N τ " xay, which is the exceptional partitionα for the pair pB σ,2 , B τ,2 q.
When N σ is unexceptional, it is easily checked (by a similar argument to that used in the cases above) that ψ i pN σ q " N τ .
R σ Take a minimal such that a P σ \ phq but a`h R σ. Then
Clearly then R σ is unexceptional if i 1, so suppose i " 0 and k 3. If a n then we would need a " 1 in order for R σ to be exceptional; but i " 0 implies that 1 R σ, a contradiction. If n ă a ă h and a " h´1 then we get R σ " x0, 1y, which is the exceptional partition β. Then it is easily checked that R τ " x0y, which is the exceptional partitionα. Finally, if a " h then the definition of a means that 2h´1 P σ, so that k 5, so R σ is unexceptional.
In the cases where R σ is unexceptional it is easily checked that ψ i pR σ q " R τ . p σ Take the minimal integers a, b such that a, b R σ, a´h P σ and b´h P σ \ paq, and let 9 a, 9 b be the integers in t´n, . . . ,´1, 1, . . . , nu congruent to a and b modulo h. Then
Clearly then p σ is unexceptional for i " 0. Assuming i 1 and b ă a`h, p σ is exceptional provided b " a`h´1 and i equals either 9 b or´1´9 b (whichever is positive). Then pB σ,2 , B τ,2 q is a r2 : 1s-pair of type A (if 9 b ą 0) or C (if´1´9 b ą 0), and p σ is the exceptional partition β. p τ is obtained from p σ by replacing a´h with a´h`1, and so coincides with the exceptional partitionα.
If b " a`h, then p σ is not exceptional: for this we would need to have a´1 P σ but a´1`h R σ, but this contradicts the definition of b.
In the cases where p σ is unexceptional it is easily checked that ψ i pp σ q " p τ .
The inductive step
In this section we use the results of Section 8 to carry out the inductive step in the proof of Theorem 6.4.
Assumptions in force for Section 9
σ and τ are h-bar-cores, and B σ,2 and B τ,2 form a r2 : ks-pair of residue i, where either i 1 or k 3. Now we consider the more difficult case where B σ,2 and B τ,2 are not Scopes-Kessar equivalent. So we assume that for the rest of this section that either k " 1 and 1 i ă n, or k " 3 and i " 0. We let α ⊳ β ⊳ γ be the exceptional partitions in P σ,2 , andα ⊳β ⊳γ the corresponding partitions in B τ,2 . Let d " Bα " Bβ`1 " Bγ.
First we look at the partition µ`defined in Theorem 6.4(1) for a restricted h-strict partition µ ‰ Q σ , K σ , B σ ; this is the least dominant partition such that µ ⊳ µ`, Bµ " Bµ`and cl µ " cl µ`. Part of the statement of Theorem 6.4(1) is that µ`is defined, and we address this first. For this we need to define another bijection from P σ,2 to P τ,2 : if λ P P σ,2 , define Proof. The case µ " α is easy: here ψ i pµq "α, and from Proposition 8.6α`is defined and equalsγ. So assume that µ ‰ α, and for the rest of the proof writeμ " ψ i pµq andμ " ω i pµ`q. The assumption µ ‰ α means that µ`‰ γ. Using Propositions 8.3 to 8.6 we find thatμ ⊳μ, Bμ " Bμ and clμ " clμ. Soμ`is certainly well-defined. Ifμ`‰μ, then there is a partition ρ P P τ,2 such thatμ ⊳ ρ ⊳μ, Bμ " Bρ and clμ " cl ρ. We can assume ρ ‰γ (because if ρ "γ, we can replace it withα and it will still have the same properties), so ρ " ω i pǫq for some ǫ ‰ γ. But then we find that µ ⊳ ǫ ⊳ µ`, Bµ " Bǫ and cl µ " cl ǫ, contradicting the definition of µ`. Now for a restricted partition µ P P σ,2 for which µ`is defined, set
Lemma 9.3. Suppose µ P B σ,2 is restricted, with µ ‰ Q σ , K σ , B σ , and that µ`is defined.
Proof. This follows from Propositions 8.3, 8.5 and 8.6 and Lemma 9.2.
We need one more technical lemma before we can complete our inductive step.
Lemma 9.4. Suppose i " 0, and µ P B σ,2 is restricted, with µ ‰ Q σ , K σ , B σ and h P µ or 2h P µ. If the partition µ`is defined, then µ`‰ α.
Proof. In order to have µ`" α, we would need to have µ ⊳ α. Since by assumption µ ‰ σ \ ph, hq, the only way this can happen is if µ " σ \ ph, a, h´aq for some a with a, h´a R σ. In particular, we may assume Γpσq n´1. Under this assumption, we will construct a partition ξ P B σ,2 such that ξ ⊳ α, Bξ " Bα, cl ξ " cl α and ξ ⊳ µ. This is sufficient to rule out the possibility that µ`" α. (In fact the ξ we construct will satisfy ξ`" α, but we will not need this.)
Take b h´2 maximal such that b, h´b R σ, and let l h´2 be maximal such that either l P σ or l " b. Let ξ " σ \ pb, h´b, l`hqzplq. Then ξ has fewer non-zero parts than µ, so ξ ⊳ µ. So we just need to check that Bα " Bξ and cl α " cl ξ.
α " σ \ p2h´1, 1q, so Finally we can complete the proof of the main theorem. We proceed by induction on |τ|. Let l " lenpτq, and consider the three possibilities in Lemma 4.11. If τ " pl, l´1, . . . , 1q with l n, then the results of Section 7 show that Theorem 6.4 holds for τ. Alternatively, there is a residue i such that either i ‰ 0 and τ has a removable i-node, or i " 0 and τ has at least three removable i-nodes. So define the h-bar-core σ by removing all the removable i-nodes from τ. Now the result follows from Propositions 9.1 and 9.5 to 9.8, and the inductive hypothesis.
Application to spin representations of symmetric groups
This paper is motivated by the decomposition number problem for spin representations of symmetric groups. Here we briefly summarise the background, and discuss the implications of our results. The classification of irreducible representations ofS m over C goes back to Schur [Sch] (though construction of the actual representations was achieved much later, by Nazarov [N] ), and can be stated as follows. Say that a strict partition λ is even or odd as the number of positive even parts of λ is even or odd. For each even strict λ of m, there is an irreducible self-associate character χpλq ofS m if λ is even, and a pair of associate irreducible characters χpλq`, χpλqí f λ is odd. These characters are pairwise distinct, and yield all the ordinary irreducible spin characters ofS m .
The classification of irreducible modular representations is due to Brundan and Kleshchev [BK1, BK2] . Suppose h is an odd prime, and let F be a field of characteristic h which is a splitting field forS m . Say that a partition is h-even or h-odd as the number of nodes of nonzero residue is even or odd. Then for each restricted h-strict partition µ of m, there is a selfassociate irreducible Brauer character φpµq if µ is h-even, and a pair of associate irreducible Brauer characters φpµq`, φpµq´if µ is h-odd. These Brauer characters are distinct, and give all the irreducible h-modular spin Brauer characters ofS m . Two characters (ordinary or modular) lie in the same h-block ofS m if and only if the labelling partitions have the same h-bar-core (except in the case of an odd partition λ of h-barweight 0, where χpλq`and χpλq´lie in separate simple blocks). So (apart from this slight caveat for h-bar-weight 0) h-blocks correspond precisely to the combinatorial blocks studied in this paper. The defect group of a block with bar-weight w is isomorphic to a Sylow h-subgroup of S wh ; in particular, for blocks with bar-weight less than h, the defect group is abelian and the defect coincides with the bar-weight. In fact, the original Leclerc-Thibon conjecture asserts that this relationship should hold whenever m ă h 2 . A reasonable extension to a blockwise version would say that the formula should hold in all blocks of bar-weight less than h (regardless of m), i.e. for all blocks with abelian defect group; this is analogous to the blockwise form of James's conjecture for decomposition numbers of symmetric groups. Theorem 5.2 and Müller's work [Mü] show that the Leclerc-Thibon conjecture is true for blocks of bar-weight 1. However, the recent demise of James's conjecture (thanks to Williamson [W] ) suggests that it is too optimistic to hope that the conjecture will be true for all blocks with abelian defect group. Nevertheless, it seems likely that it will hold for blocks of bar-weight 2; the decomposition numbers are known for all m 18 thanks to Maas [Ma] , and the conjecture can be checked in these cases. So it appears that setting q " 1 in Theorem 6.4 gives a formula for the reduced decomposition numbers for defect 2 spin blocks of symmetric groups. We hope to prove this in future work. [KK] in terms of Young walls, the Fock space can be described combinatorially; we give a brief summary. Define a decorated hstrict partition to be an h-strict partition in which each non-zero part divisible by h is decorated with an accentˆorˇ, and two consecutive equal parts must have opposite decorations. The qdeformed Fock space has the set of all decorated h-strict partitions as a basis, and the actions of the generators e i and f i can be described in terms of adding and removing i-nodes (with a suitable definition of i-node for i "0 or0). The weight spaces can be defined in term of "decorated h-bar-cores", leading to the notion of bar-weight.
The Fock space of type
It appears that analogues of Theorems 5.2 and 6.4 hold in this setting, and can be proved by the same techniques; in fact, the situation for weight spaces of bar-weight 2 in type A p2q h is simpler in several ways:
• there is no exceptional behaviour for the special partitions, so a more direct analogue of Richards's theorem is possible;
• the canonical basis coefficients are all equal to 0, 1, q or q 2 , so there are fewer cases to consider in the analysis of r2 : ks-pairs;
• r2 : 1s-pairs of residue0 or0 are much more tractable, so that only the case τ " ∅ is needed as a base case.
The relationship between the quantum groups of types A p2q h and A p2q h´1 means that the canonical basis coefficients in the two types are very closely related. The "folding" process involved in the transition introduces the exceptional behaviour for the special partitions. We illustrate this by giving an example for h " 5, showing the canonical basis coefficients for the weight spaces corresponding to the 5-bar-core p1q, with the special partitions labelled. We can see that the first two columns of the right-hand matrix (labelled by the special partitions K and B, for which the exceptional behaviour occurs) are obtained by adding the first three columns of the left-hand matrix in pairs, with an (as yet mysterious) adjustment to the powers of q occurring.
It therefore appears that a promising approach to finding canonical basis coefficients in type A p2q h´1 (and to the spin decomposition number problem for symmetric groups in characteristic h) is to work in type A p2q h first, and understand how folding affects decomposition numbers.
